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Wabeek Lake is located in Section 18 of Bloomfield It has a sur-
area of 28 acres and an overall watershed including the

lake area of 132 acres. is .9 mile of
shoreline
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I. Treatment

of this ion These
such as Eurasian

Pondweed.



to the contact herbicide. this s most po
as it is a nuisance which is infesting the waters of this

ion. For , the chemical g consisting the active ingredient
Salt of II has proven effective. The contact herbicide 0
proven effective in controlling Duckweed, ii, Elodea, and also is
used in follow up treatments to areas infested with Milfoil after treatment
2,4-0. Chara, which is a weed-like a , is effectively controlled with
sulfate or chelated Use of herbicides has proven most a
water re of 59 to 65°F, and to the weeds Th
makes late and June an ideal time first a ications One of the most
serious considerations in any treatment program is the ree to which the lake

With chemica treatment the oxygen-carbon
decreasi a

oxygen concentrations

reatment - Harvesting

Harvesting is a re to cut and remove sance rooted nts a a
ated filamentous a Weed harvesting equ consists of a mechanical
harvester with conveyor A harvester. will cut a swath approx

a z ng and side mounted s
The severed weeds fal belt and are loaded into a
harvester When the led, the harvester will either return

a vehicle which wi hau to a dis-
vehicle wil be utilized in haul the

ve and environmenta
include: (1) matter removed

oxygen ies th ition· and
for upon

ncrease



as whether or not in run harvesting is a truly
controlling this contend that exper-

controlled annual harvesti program indicated a nt
biomass and therefore rowth rate over a of time.

have contended that harvesting tends to increase the biomass
The harvested not up the

may drift into uni areas and take root creating new

I. Miscellaneous reatment Methods

been very
reluctance

th s as

lake has
consider wh

I and the various of
treatment ram must there-

lake n Chemica treat-
term solution t does not remove

the contra the soils become
even more ble to re weed and a

harvesti on the other hand has been to
of rowth rate over a of years due to the

Harvesti still should be a short term
t may take a number rs

program to real ze termwith a

laden and
blooms. Mechanical
result in a reduction
reduction of biomass

the weed
led ha rvesti

The most common treatment methods for
n waters of this are chemical

There is an debate field of endeavor
is more suitable to achievi red results.

environment There a
from lake to lake such as area
native to that particular lake The
fore be Iy geared towards the

be viewed as a



RECOMMENDED TREATMEN PROGRAM

Wabeek Lake varies s in It is shallow at the east end.
Chara is lent in this area and historical has been a nant
species for this lake. It is not desirous to eradicate this
a it hinder recreation uses of the lake. hara is

I as it filters nutrients out of the water column
nutrient levels available for other nuisance nts. Eliminating

nt result n the presence Eurasian Milfoil, for
, wh is an even greater nuisance The selected treatment program

Lake s mechanical harvesting Two cuttings are The
ha rvest is a the end fi
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